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Bob Hoke - Distribution
The CRF Newsletter is a quarterly publication of the Cave
Research Foundation, a non-profit organization incorporated in 1957 under the laws of Kentucky for the purpose of
furthering research, conservation, and education about
caves and karst.
Newsletter Submissions & Deadlines: Original articles and photographs are we lcomed. If intendin g to jointly submit material to
another publ icati on, please inform the CRF editor. Publication
cann ot be guara nteed, es peciall y if submjtted elsewhere. All
material is subjec t to editori al revision unless the author specifi cally requests otherwise. To assure timely publication, please
adhere to the fo llowing deadlines:
March issue
by January 1
June iss ue
by April I
by July I
Septe mber issue
December iss ue
by October 1
Befo re submitting materi al, please see publicati on
guide lines at: www.cave-research.orgf.

Message From The Editor
Autumn 's blowing in to New Mexico, bringing with it
brisk camping weather and high winds in the Guadalupe
Mountains. This issue has some interesting articles: Peter
Bosted and Paul Nelson once again thrill us with trip reports
from Lilburn, which is one going project! Charles Fox shares
wisdom on the how and why of personal first-aid kits, and Eli
Winkler directs some well-earned praise toward the work of
Cave Books and Red Watson. Sadly, we have yet another loss
to report to the caving community; this time it is legendary
caver Burnell Ehman of Central Ohio Grotto.
I'd like to share with you a message that was sent to Barbe
Barker, CRF Southwest Area Manager, and to Sherry
McClure, who managed our last Carlsbad expedition. It came
from Stan Allison in the Cave Resource Office:
Barbe, thank you very much for the pictures. I am
impressed with how good Longfellow's is starting to
look ... Thank you and the folks in CRF for doing such good
work . .. 1 think this past CRF trip was the most fun I've had
with a CRF trip here at the park and quite possibly the most
fun I've had with a group of cavers here at this park. It was so
nice to see so many happy, excited folks who were eager to do
good work and eager to do their best to take care of the cave.
Thanks to all of you.
Good caving!
Lois
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Contact your operations manager for the user id and
password for the members only section

Address Corrections
If you have changed phone numbers (ie area code split),
e-mail address, or have moved, please send your information
to:
Phil DiBlasi
PO Box 126
Louisville, KY 40401-0126

About the Covers
Front: Ed Woten and Sondra Boyd doing clean up at
Carl sbad Caverns.
Back: Clockwise from top left. Carlsbad tub before clean
up (Bill Payne). Kelli Bergthold admiring formation .
Carlsbad tub after clean up (Bill Payne). Chuck Lee in the
Enchanted River (Damian Grindley).
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Calcified bat skeleton by Bill Payne

Cleaning the Tub
by Bill and Georganne Payne
Longfellow's Bathtub is one of several projects that has
been undertaken in recent years by the CRF in Carlsbad
Cavern . It's located in the Big Room , along the last half of the
loop trail taken by the visitors. The trail actually cuts across
the long , mln'ow pool , which is one of the largest bodies of
water in the Big Room. Originally, the trail was made by
piling rocks in the lake, then " paving" it with red clay taken
from beneath the thin layer of limestone elsewhere in the Big
Room . The pool was actually divided into two parts by this
bridge .

from the side for them . Since the project is not only next to the
trail. but on both sides of the trail , it's essential to have a full
time , smiling interpreter on duty. Most of us take turns doing
" interp," which means that somebody has to explain what
we ' re doing off-trail when the rangers said nobody is allowed
to go there . It's an opportunity to educate the average noncaver about the need for consel'vation and restoration in the
great underground. Usually when we mention the tax dollars
we're saving them by doing it as volunteers, they make a point
of thanking us. (And no , we ' re not looking for gold).

In 1997, a proper bridge supported by steel beams was
built above the water, so that the rocks could be removed from
Longfellow 's Bathtub. CRF volunteers hauled out the rocks .
some working in wetsuits , while others used wheelbanows to
carry them out to the surface . This backbreaking work
reunited both halves of the long-separated pool.
Unfortunately, in the process of removing the original trail ,
so me of the red clay washed into the pool , thus staining the
walls and floor of the pool, and leaving a fine but heavy silt in
the water.
That 's where the cunent project comes in . We are
removing the red clay and the stains from the sides of the lake ,
and we ' re working on finding a way to remove the inordinate
amount of silt that occupies its floor. The good news is that a
long term drought has lowered the water level so much that we
can use traditional methods (brushes, spray bottles , sponges ,
dental picks and toothbrushes) to clean the areas that are - for
now at least - above the water level. Our work has been
surprisingly effective, as the before and after photos will
show.

The level floor sunounding the pool appears to be just a
flat cave floor. and has been used as a maintenance trail for a
long time. but we are finding that it has wonderful textures
underneath the dirt that has been ground into it over the last 80
years. This is especially tedious to restore: it has taken as much
as 6 hours to restore ten square inches in places. This requires
more patience than most people have, using a dental pick to
remove each little grain of debris . We usually assign thi s duty
to two people , while two or four others work on scrubbing the
portion of the walls just above the water line , and another two
scrubbing just below the water line. We have found that the
lighter colored silt that has settled on the sides of the pool (as
opposed to the red clay) is unusually fine and yet heavy - so
that when lightly brushed , it leaves the wall and settles further
down. The plan is to find a way to remove it using some sort
of a vacuum system once it has concentrated in a smaller area
at the bottom of the pool. We have several methods on the
drawing board. the most promising of which involves settling
pans or buckets , taking advantage of the silt's tendency to sink
rapidly.

The pool to the left of the trail (as the visitor strolls) ,
which is above the cunent water level , has now been freed of
the red stains for the most part , and the beautiful lily pads
nearest the flowstone wall have been cleaned of debris . In the
process of cleaning the wall , by the way. we uncovered a
calcified, nicely articulated bat skeleton. The visitors ,
especi ally the children, really enjoy seeing it when we light it

Just out of sight of the visitors' trai I is a pool that hasn ' t
been contaminated by cl ay or silt . It 's amazingly clear and
beautiful-one of those pools where you don't even notice the
water if it isn ' t disturbed. Longfe llow's Bathtub must have
looked like that before the trails were built. We may not be
able to restore it to that condition completely, but we ' re sure
going to try.
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Cave Safely: a Caver's First Aid Kit
by Charles Fox
One of the most important rules of caving is selfsufficiency. While we cave in groups, safety requires that we
carry everything that we may need instead of relying on the
other members of our group to have a needed item. An often
overlooked item is a first aid kit.
A caver's personal first aid kit doesn't need to be
elaborate or bulky, but it should contain some basic, essential
items. These can be divided into three categories: Common
items, items unique to the owner's needs and items that serve
multiple purposes and can be adapted to first aid.

Common Items
There are a number of small first aid kits on the market.
Many of these are intended for day hiking and are pocket size
and lightweight, yet contain a supply of the most commonly
needed items . Some items that should be considered essential:
• Pain reliever-Carry a supply of the pain reliever of
your choice. Avoid anything that causes drowsiness or has
other side effects that could interfere with your ability to get
out of the cave. If you are able to take them, some
medications, such as aspirin, are anti-inflammatories as well
as analgesics and are helpful in treating strains and sprains.
• Anti-nausea medication-This is useful for overcoming
the effects of overexertion, fatigue, or indigestion. Carry
whatever works for you.
• Bandages-Bandaids are fairly useless in a wet, muddy
environment. However, carrying a few is a good idea anyway.
They weigh almost nothing and can be used to prevent or treat
blisters on the toes and feet. Larger bandages, such as sterile
pads or a roll of gauze, can be used to protect larger wounds.
Be sure you also carry a roll of first aid tape or other means of
securing a bandage in place. A small Ace Bandage roll would
serve nicely, and it can do double duty as a bandage holder and
a support bandage for a sprain.
• Antiseptic ointment or wet wipes-A cave environment
is not very sanitary, so you'll want to be prepared to clean any
deep cuts or scrapes to prevent infection.
• Some means of keeping an accident victim warm . A
small single use emergency blanket takes up almost no space
and weighs only a few ounces. See last issue's article on
hypothermia for more suggestions on staying warm .
• Water Purification Tablets-A bottle of water
purification tables takes up almost no space and adds only a
few ounces to your pack , but enables you to provide multiple
quarts of water for an injured party member. This extra water
supply could save a life.
• A Power Bar or other energy bar - This is useful for
providing some extra calories for an accident victim or for a
tired rescuer.
Depending on where you are caving, other items could be
useful For example, a tick puller or snakebite kit might be
appropriate for your area.
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Items Unique to the Owner
Your first aid kit should contain anything that you must
have in order to stay healthy. As a rule of thumb, take along
an additional 24-48 hour supply of any medication you need
beyond what you think you need for your trip. A key question
to ask here is: what are the consequences of not taking the
medication? The more necessary the medication, the more
critical it is that you have an adequate supply on hand.
Don't overlook things that can happen while walking to
and from the cave. For example, we are not likely to run into
a swarm of bees underground. However, an individual highly
allergic to bee stings should consider the possibility of
encountering them on the surface.
What's likely to happen to you? Some of us are more
prone than others to certain types of injuries or problems than
others. Tailor the contents of your first aid kit toward what's
likely to happen to you.

Multipurpose Items
Quite a number of things that we carry can serve multiple
purposes. With a little care, we can select some items for our
packs that will provide us with first aid supplies in addition to
serving other purposes. Some possibilities are:
• A bandana can serve as both a clothing item or as an
emergency bandage. A large enough bandana could also be
fashioned into a sling.
• Duct tape. There are very few things you can't fix with
duct tape. Combined with some other items, it could be used
as part of an emergency splint. For example a rappel rack, a
shirt for padding and some duct tape could be used to splint a
forearm . Be SURE to never apply duct tape directly to the
skin! The adhesives can be irritating and removing it is NOT
fun for the victim!
• Safety pins can be used for clothing and equipment
repairs and are also useful for fastening bandages.
With a little careful forethought and planning, we can pick
items that can serve multiple purposes.
The most important first aid item: YOU are the most
important first aid item in your first aid kit. Take some time to
prepare for possible accidents and emergencies:
• Take a first aid course. Take a CPR course. Better yet,
do both .
• Talk to your party leader and the members of your
party. If there's something abut your medical condition that
they should know, tell them. It's too late once you're lying on
the ground unconscious. Tell them what to do, when to do it
and how to use any special equipment or medications you may
need .
• Carry written instructions outlining any special care
you may need in an emergency.
Cave safely!

CRF
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Cave Books Latest Production: Scary Stories of Mammoth Cave
and Cave Books service to CRF
By Elizabeth Winkler
Part One: Cave Books' Latest Production is
What is just as interesting as the ghosts and strange events
Entitled Scary Stories of Mammoth Cave
that are reported are the ones that are not. Colleen states that
Scary Stories was written by Colleen O'Connor Olson , a
there are no tales of hauntings by the patients who died in the
longtime guide at Mammoth Cave National Park (MCNP),
tuberculosis hospital that was located in the historic section of
with considerable assistance from Charles Hanion a career
the cave in the 1800s, though from the descriptions of the
"'........
sickly victims wandering around the cave ,
park ranger at MCNP. Her inspiration
for the book was hearing the scary and
it is a wonder the patients were not
strange stories of many of the old time
reported as ghosts! Furthermore, there are
no reports of sightings of Native
guides, local residents, CRF members,
and visitors to the cave . Many of these
American
ghosts , though
Native
stories have been passed down as part
Americans traveled extensively in the
of the local lore , generally only in oral
cave system; however, there is a fictional
fashion, though in her research she
story from the 1800s in which a Native
found some works of fiction that are
American ghost predicted the Civil War to
included in the book . She had a good
li steners. Fictional stories even recount
deal of luck in tracking down local folk
lost people being attacked by animals in
who were ab le to recount to her stories
Mammoth . Other fictional plots include
spousal murder and suicide. To date, no
about the cave , and she did a
considerable amount of library research
bodies of real li fe murder victims have
been found.
as well. She reported that , rather than
material being difficult to find , the
As cavers, it is difficult for many of
more she dug , the more she found .
us to identify with the fear, and
sometimes , ~bject panic , with which many
As expected, many stories told are
of the cave's visitors over the years have
about Floyd Collins. Interestingly,
entered the bowels of Mammoth Cave.
Colleen reports that she has not
With active imaginations at work , it is not
uncovered any physical sightings of
hard to understand how lost and lightless
Floyd in any part of the cave; however,
people cou ld hear or see many things that
he is a noisy ghost! For examp le,
mayor may not be present.
during one early CRF exploration into

l1li........

Crystal Cave, one of the party members
distinctly heard a voice call out twice , "Help me , Johnny".
Two things make this an interesting tale . First, although the
caver is deaf in one ear, the cry was heard clearly in both ears ,
and second , this was at the time when Floyd's body was still
kept in the cave. In the past, I understand that new CRF
volunteers were taken on a "visit" to Floyd 's body both as a
remembrance of the great explorer and as a warning to what
can happen to cavers . There are also recent reports of Floyd:
footsteps, calls, scraping sounds as well as physical contact in
Crystal Cave . This section of the book is especially fun to read
since so many of the reports come from CRF members past
and present.
Another story, as related by Will White, tells about cavers
hearing a telephone ring in Crystal long after the phone lines
to that area of the cave had been cut. Although, strange sounds
are often reported (read the stories provided by Art and Peg
Palmer), people more commonly report being touched or
shoved when no one is near them and often report a feeling of
menace. There are also reports of friendly spirits preventing
cavers from falling as well. It is not only ghosts that are
described but the presence of mummjes and skeletons , and
Charlie Hanion provides some interesting commentary on
them . There is even mention of the famous Green River
Monster.
DECEMBER
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Part Two: Cave Books: In Service to CRF
In 2001 , Cave Books celebrated its twentieth year of
operation. According to Roger McClure , Publisher and
Business Manager, Cave Books was founded with seed money
from himself, Red Watson , Roger Brucker, and Dave Huber
among others . Their goal was to create a publishing wing of
CRF dedicated to publishing stories and research on caves and
karst. At present , Cave Books is the largest publisher of cave
and karst books in the world .
All of the positions at Cave Books are handled by CRF
volunteers, and have been since its inception. Red Watson,
with hi s experience in the " publish or perish" life of a
university professor, is the Editor. Book sales are handled by
Dave Hanson. The order taking, paperwork, and sh ipping are
handled by a crew in Dayton Ohio which has , over the years ,
included the following volunteers: Dave Hanson , Joyce
Hoffmaster, Daniel Greger, Erik Sikora , Bob Eggers, Richard
Zopf, Courtney Sikora , Dick Maxey, and Cheryl Early. Karen
and Pete Lindsley have assisted in a number of ways,
including managing and designing the web site for Cave
Books . They also have assisted with typesetting and page
makeup. Bill Mixon has provided invaluable service, assisting
Continued on page 9, column 2
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COG and CRF Pioneer Burnell Ehman Dies
By Roger Brucker
One of the found ing members of Central Ohio Grotto
(COG ), Burnell Ehman, died at hi s home in Yellow Springs on
September 4. According to Roger McClure, also a fo unding
member, Burnell was abo ut 90 years o ld . Long active in
o Burnell Ehm an was a distributor for Mine Safety
cav in 0'
App li ances , among other lines of fire fighting eq uipment he
so ld at Alli ed Supply.
When I first moved to Yellow Springs in 1953 , Phil Smith
and Roger McClure in Springfie ld had just started the Central
Ohio G rotto of the NSS with Art Frock and a few others. I met
the two on our front porch on Limestone Street. Smith and
McClure con tac ted Burnell Ehman also. Burnell , hi s wife
Doris , and young son Mi chael joined the grotto and went on
trips to southern Ohio and Indiana . Burnell recruited Dave
and Betsy Huber and Dave Jones from Yellow Springs. Smith
and McClure were tireless recruiters, and found Jim Dyer in
Columbus and Micky Storts. Thi s livew ire bunch soon found
ot hers to share in the mud and water of Adams County caves ,
and the COG quickly grew to 15 members. Yes , they gave
o utl and ish g ifts at the C hri stmas party each year.
Burnell was always the eq uipment spec ialist. He was
resourceful , and quickly stocked helmets , carbide lamps , and
ca rbide. A turning point was when he introduced the COG
members to Bill Austin , manager of Floyd Collins ' Crystal
Cave, in Kentucky. COG members plunged into Crystal Cave
with enthu siasm after the NSS C3 Expedition in February of
1954. It is fair to say that COG became the daddy of the
lo ngest cave. Burnell Ehman and Dave Huber organized the
building of a pre-fab headq uarters that was trucked to Crystal
Cave and erected to beco me the COG Speele Hut. (The
building was carefull y dismantled and reconstructed at CRF's
Ham ilt on Valley, K Y headq uarters a few years ago.)
To prove that the COG could run exped itions with the
rinesse of the NS S , we put together an adventure at James
Cave . Objectives were to cross Forty Fathom Pit and descend
it. as well as survey the cave. Burnell designed and fabricated
a pipe bridge that could be assembled at the brink and slung
over the abyss with yards of new Co lumbian Rope (he
distributed that , too) . We tested the contraption at Clifton
Gorge. The COG ex ped ition to James Cave attracted a lot of
publicity, includin g a story filled with Jim Dyer 's scary photos
that ran over II pages in the Columbu s Dispatch Sunday
magazine. A variati on also appeared in Popular Mechanics.
As the COG suppl y officer, Burnell Ehm an was tireless. From
that experi ence all of us learned severa l of lessons: I) We
could organ ize and field a major cav ing expedition, 2) We had
what it took to tack le C rysta l Cave , even if the political
obstacles preventing entry to Mammoth Cave National Park
caves exc luded us. and 3) Although the publicity paid for the
cxpensive equipment. the fact that we lied about cross ing
Fort y Fathom Pit re mained an embarrassment to thi s day. and
co nv in ced us that publicity sho uld be subordinated to
accomplishment .
Burnell Ehman became in vo lved in establi shing the Cave
Research Foundati on in 1957. a successor to the COG C rystal
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Cave Project and , in turn , the NSS Flint Ridge Project. In
those years the COG was virtually a captive to Flint Ridge
cave exploration. Off and on, COG members worked on the
Ohio Cave Survey, but that was frustrating relative to the big
cave in Kentucky. For a time Burnell served as Treasurer of
CRF in addition to a director, and his fire extinguisher
business took him to Kentucky frequently so he could spy on
the National Park Service . Burnell was an active digger of the
Austin Entrance, engineered by Bill Austin , to open Flint
Ridge caves to the Ohio hoards.
In remembering Burnell , his energy and support of all
thin gs cav ing stands out. He taught us persistence and
endurance . Whether Jim Dyer taught him the Flint Ridge
Smile, or he had his original version of it, Burnell could be
conspiratorial with the best. He would lower his voice, shift his
eyes to see if outsiders were listening , and then confide that Joe
Kulesza, the Superintendent of Mammoth Cave National Park ,
wanted to help us get into Colossal Cave. Burnell and Doris
Ehman , hi s wife of 58 years, who died in 2001, were always
interested in international cave conferences and NSS
conventions. They made many friends worldwide. I remember
vividly when Burnell took Alfred Bogli under his wing. Bogli ,
a di stinguished director of exploration in Holloch Holle in
Switzerland, for a time the longest cave, came to the U.S . for
the International Congress of Speleology. At the field camp,
Burnell and Bogli hit it off. Burnell had me believe he could
speak German to Bogli , but I don ' t believe he cou ld . There was
too much hand waving to believe that real information was
be ing exchanged , but Burnell and Fred Bogli communicated in
the warm spirit of old cavers everywhere . Burnell was an
original who taught us many things about the role of
resourcefulness, enthusiasm, b.s ., and friendship in caving.

Doris and Burnell Ehman Fund
CRF wishes to prepare a lasting memorial to Dori s and
Burnell Ehman , early founding members and loyal supporters
of CRF. Therefore the CRF Board of Directors has voted to
designate our newest capital campaign the "Doris and Burnell
Ehman Fund". It's purpose is to complete our obligation in
building the Hamilton Valley headquarters and to create a
suitable , prac tical memorial to the Ehmans. In the preliminary
d iscuss ions immediately after Burnell's death , $2600 was
pledged towards thi s endeavor. If you would like to contribute
to this fund please send donations to Roger Smith at: CRF
Treasurer, 445 Elmcroft Blvd. 8307 Rock ville , MD 208505670. Donations may also be acepted via credit card . For
more info contact Roger at
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Regional Expedition Reports
Sequioa and Kings Canyon,
California

Amanda Grindley & little bloke (Damon) stayed on the
surface. Damon enjoyed the sunny weather, while Amada,
being pregnant, was ill.

Lilburn Cave
August 3-4, 2002

Lilburn Cave
August 30 - September 1, 2002

by Paul Nelson

by Peter Bosted

A team of 11 showed up for the August 3-4, 2002, trip to
Lilburn Cave. In attendance were: Paul Nelson, John Tinsley,
Peter Bosted, Paul Stoval, Steve Wallace, Chuck Lee,
Shannon Mathey, and the Grindleys (Damian, Amanda, and
Damon). It was a pleasant weekend and the weather was nice.
Unfortunately there were no major discoveries, but several
leads were checked in some remote areas of the cave.

On Saturday, Aug . 30, all but one of the mini-expedition
crew went in the Lilburn main entrance at 11 a. m. Team
members were Peter Bosted, Daniel Chailloux (from France),
Gary and Jenny Whitby (from Australia), Art Fortini, Bill Farr,
and Damian Grindley. First we went to the end of the Blue
Passage, and Art and Bill looked at the climb there. Art thinks
it may go, but would need bolts. We all then went to the
Enchanted River, using the shortcut through the Clay Palace
that avoids a chest-deep pool. They rigged the 15 foot falls
with a 30 foot piece of Goldine for a handline. The water level
was quite low, but everyone got somewhat cold and wet. Peter,
Daniel, Gary, and Jenny surveyed an upper crawl way found in
2001, gaining about 120 feet in 17 stations.

A survey party consisting of Paul Nelson , Damian
Grindley, and Steve Wallace went to the end of River Pit
Avenue to retrieve data logger equipment at Rl. They then
proceeded to the Mousetrack-Southern Comfort area to check
some leads that were reported to have air movement. The
route into Mousetrack hole was dry but had germinating seeds
in the passage, which indicated a route to the surface must be
nearby. Unfortunately, there was no air movement in the bodysized passage. Paul Nelson descended a very muddy 2.5-3 foot
diameter pit, which terminated with sediment. It was
fortunate that a rope had been used in the descent, as climbing
out was very difficult. The acoustic effect allowed people
standing 20 feet away to hear Paul's heartbeat! The group
checked the route to Southern Comfort. On the way back,
they opened up a rift that went 30 feet up before pinching out.
They spent 9.5 hours in the cave, exiting at 10 pm. Damian
was particularly keen to get back to the cabin so he could eat
dinner and then have some Spotted Dick. Most people like
some wine after their meal, but those English are a little bit
strange, and Damian was even stranger since his wife Amanda
was present. It is rumored to be some kind of dessert, but you
if you see Damian ask him to tell you the details . (Sorry
Damian, you brought the Spotted Dick, and I could not resist
including it in my report!)
A second survey party of Peter Bosted, Paul Stoval, and
Chuck Lee went to continue survey at Duchene pit. They spent
most of the time moving rocks and mud, and made 25 feet of
progress in a windy passage. They spent 9 hours in the cave,
exiting at midnight.
A third party consisting of John Tinsley and Shannon
Mathey went to check sediments at the sampler at the White
Rapids . They rigged Meyer Pit and traveled via East Stream to
the White Rapids. Silt and sand were removed from 5 inch and
12 inchs tubes and collected. They took photos of the White
Rapids at low flow without rapids and exited via the Hex
Room and Great Central Passage. They spent 7.5 hours in the
cave, exiting around 10 pm .
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They also took photos using Daniel's fancy twin 35 mrn
stereo camera and M3B flashbulbs. The photos came out very
well. Art, Bill, and Damian went to a high lead marked on the
map near the sump, just beyond the 20 foot falls. Peter 's
original suggestion to follow a ceiling channel using bolts did
not work out, but then the team noticed a different lead, closer
to the sump, with a crack leading up to it. Damian was nearly
(but not quite) successful in lassoing a pendant for a belay.
Using Bill's climbing gear, Art was able to climb the crack
and reach the lead. The climb was about 35 feet high , and
middle class five in difficulty. Art followed a small, tight
craw l, which opened into a walking canyon after about 40'. He
followed this back around to a much roomier hole above the
river. Bill then climbed up and set two bolts for a clean, free
hanging drop. Art suggested calling the new area "Happy
World". They determined that there were several good leads to
survey. The two teams re-joined forces and exited the cave
around 11 pm.
On Sunday, Peter, Carol Vesely, Daniel, and Art went to
the Attic-Attic for a six hour trip to check a lead marked "goes,
looks good". They accessed this lead from the White Rapids
and the crawl way that bypasses Scumbag dome.
Unfortunately, the "goes, looks good" apparently referred to
an already surveyed passage, and the actual lead became too
tight after 8 feet.
They then checked three other leads in the Eastern-most
end of the Attic, hoping for a connection with nearby May 's
Cave. Although there were strong, coo l breezes in the area, the
theam could not get through any of the tight leads, so the leads
were marked "too tight" on the quadrangle. Everyone hiked
out on Sunday afternoon.
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There was almost no water in May' s Creek, and the water
barrel s were filling at a very slow rate . We tried to use the hose
system, but there appeared to be a leak between the barrel and
the first faucet somewhere, and we ended up losing most of
the water in the lower barrel. Fortunately, there was enough
for cooking, minimal washing up, and to refill the four 2gall on containers in the cabin before we left.

Lilburn Cave
September 7-8, 2002.
by Peter Bosted .
Keen to build upon the previous weekend's discovery
before water levels rose too much, a small group of Peter
Bosted , Bill Farr, Carol Vesely, Lynne 1esaitis, and Charlie
Hotz returned to Lilburn on Sept. 7. We entered the cave at
noon, and quickly proceeded to the lead at the end of the
Ench anted River. Peter brought along a second pair of boots
for the wet section, so was the only one with dry feet for the
survey in g. Bill climbed up first, and replaced the 8 mm
dynamic rope that had been left there with a 42 feet long, 11
mm stati c rope. He also fixed a backup to the two bolts with
webbing .
Peter, Charli e, and Lynne surveyed up the rope and along
a 2 to 3 foot wide, 10 to 20 foot tall canyon, taking the ri ght
fork at the first junction. They noted several upper leads,
which they didn't fully check out. The lower canyon soon split
and ended in too- ti ght craw ls with ai r. Later plotting on the
computer showed thi s area to be only 20 to 30 feet underneath
a maze- like area in the Meyer Parallel. A connecti on may be
possible in the hi gher leads.
Meanwhile, Caro l and Bill formed a second survey team
and took the left fork at the first junction. The canyon trended
south , parallel to the Enchanted River, going somewhat
beyond the sump. They passed several small side leads and
noted an upper level meander th at connected to the lower
canyon in several pl aces. The walls were clean-washed ,
banded marble, and the fl oor was mostly smooth granitic sand,
with occasional marble breakdow n. They came to a major
junction and took the ri ght fork, while Peter 's team took the
lower left fork. They noticed a nice 5 cm by 15 cm patch of
malachite (or other green mineral) on a fl at-surfaced intrusion
in the bedrock, similar to the one near the Hex Room . After
becoming quite small , their fork opened up, and rejoined the
one Carol and Bill were survey ing.
Peter 's tea m took a left fork through a short crawl to
another junction. The ri ght fork was a 30 feet tall , 1.5 feet
wide canyon th at had a vo ice connection to the upper canyon
that Bill and Carol were surveying, heading to the south .
Peter's team surveyed several stations along left fork, heading
to the east. The passage started sloping dow nward, and came
to a junction were a small stream could be seen flowing over
granitic cobbles beyond a ti ght constriction. The main passage
continued 3 feet wide and 20 feet tall , but they were out of
time to survey any more. Each team surveyed 380 feet of
passage, usin g 48 and 40 stations respectively, for a total of
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760 feet. Everyone exited the cave at midnight, making for a
12 hour trip .
There is likely enough to keep several survey teams busy
on future trips. Bill and Carol suggested calling the area
"Canyonlands," which sounded good to Peter, Lynne, and
Charlie. The new area extends into the previously blank 12
quadrangle. The area closer to the top of the rope from the
Enchanted River was named Happy World by Art Fortini, who
did the initial climb.
Although occasional patches of goopy mud were found ,
typical of the back-flooding that occurs in the south part of
Lilburn, the team was pleasantly surprised to find most of the
walls to be clean-washed, and the floors easy walking sandy
passages, more typical of the north part of the cave. This
suggests that water from the surface flows with considerable
velocity through most of the canyons, bringing in sand and
scouring the walls clean.
The water barrels had re-filled completely since the past
weekend. Either a pump, or the addition of a new faucet just
below the lower barrel, will be needed if substantial amounts
of water are to be taken out on the next trip. Unless there is
enough rain to get May 's creek flowing again, water should be
taken directly from the barrels, and used sparingly. We will
have to wait until we have plenty of spare water to locate the
leak in the hose going to the cabin.

Lilburn Cave
September 28-29, 2002
by Peter Bosted
Yet another mini-expedition was organized for September
28 and 29 to survey the new discoveries in Lilburn Cave.
Three survey teams entered the Historic Entrance around 11
am. The dry, non-vertical team of Bill Frantz, Kelley Prebil,
and Marek Cichanski went down the Elevator to Meyer
Parallel to search for a a connection to the new Happy World I
Canyonlands area . As they arrived, they heard voices from the
two wet, vertical teams, who were ascending the 35 feet climb
from the Enchanted River. After a little searching, a 6"
diameter hole was found where physical contact between the
two groups could be made. Unfortunately, the constriction is
solid bedrock, and would probably take chemical persuasion
to make big enough for cavers. Bill 's team surveyed from the
connection point to the nearest station, training Kelley and
Marek how to survey in the process. They also surveyed 20
feet of new passage nearby. The team of Peter Bosted, Carol
Vesely, and Mick Fingleton tied the connection into a known
station in Happy World, picking up a side passage in the
process that looped back in a different way. Subsequent data
processing showed the loop closure to be acceptable. Another
half hour or so was spent searching for other possible
connections, to no avail. Bill 's team then headed over to the 2
by 2 Complex, planning to rendezvous with Brad's team at 6
pm in the Area of Low Hanging Fruit discovered the week
previously. A connection here would save several hours of
travel time. Unfortunately, one of the party members felt
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uncomfortable with a tricky climb, so they aborted the
connection attempt, exiting the cave around 8 pm.

squeeze through and determined that another 75 feet of
passage is there to be surveyed, but the others could not fit.

Meanwhile, Peter 's team surveyed two side passages in
the Canyon land area, then took the plunge and rappeled the 7
feet drop into Echo River found the previous weekend . They
found the passage to be about 250 feet long, with sumps at
either end fairly close to the known sumps at the end of the
Enchanted River and in River Pit. The passage is typically 6
to 15 feet in diameter, with clean-washed marble walls of
alternating white and black stripes. The floor is mostly soft
sand with occasional cobbles. The water varied from 2 to 6
feet deep. The downstream sump was unequivocal, while the
upstream end was less clear. They stopped where the passage
narrowed to a few feet wide by about 8 feet tall, with only 1
foot of air space. They could see ahead, but would have had to
swim to determine the exact location of the presumed sump .
They noted a steep fissure in this area that will require a good
climber to scale. Well chilled at this point (they were not
wearing wetsuits), they called it a day, reaching the cabin
around 11 pm, having surveyed 440 feet in 43 stations.

They headed for yet another canyon, the biggest yet at 3
feet wide and 30 fee t tall , which gradually rose to a sand choke
that could be dug. A side canyo n was followed through a low
crawl to a small room and a three-way junction of small tight
passages with sand digs . This room was only 20 feet from the
WP14 lead in the main Happy World passage. Finally, they
mopped up a little maze near the WQ 102 sump, not far from
the end of the Enchanted River. Happy with their 610 feet of
survey in 76 stations, in passage that was entirely free of mud
(only marble and sand are found in these lower level s), they
made the two-hour journey back to the surface, arriving at 9
pm for a 10 hour trip.

The other survey team of Brad Hacker, Jed Mosenfelder,
Jeff Cheraz, and Mark Scott started by surveying a narrow
canyon that connected from Canyonlands to the start of the
Low Hanging Fruit Complex (LHFC). They they headed up
into this maze, surveying two loops near the end. They noted
some nice orange flowstone, and copious quantities of bootsucking mud that made progress unpleasant. They went to the
end of the LHFC at 6 pm and looked for possible connections
to the 2 by 2 Complex. The passage was very tall and narrow
in this area, and not all possibilities were checked. A c lose
examination of the map showed that the high poi nt in this area
was close to an old dig site in a muddy hole (buckets
remaining from the 1970's) that was actually above the 2 by 2
Complex, in a little maze off of the Bacon Rind Room. A
future trip with teams in both areas will be needed to pursue a
connection further. Worn out from the crawling and climbing
in gooey mud, they made it back to the cabin around 10 pm,
having surveyed 302 feet in 34 stations.
On Sunday, Jeff stayed on the surface to work on the
water system, and do other chores, while Peter, Brad, and Bill
went back to Canyonlands and Echo River. They first pushed
the WP33 canyon, which has a lot of air and is heading toward
Davis Exit, but determined a hammer would be needed to get
through . They then went to the WX25 climb, which Peter
scaled with a spot from Brad. This led to a "pancake" passage
that continued in three passages, all of which appeared to be
quite tight. Since Brad was getting quite chilled from having
fallen in the river when a handhold broke on the way in , Peter
did a quick so lo survey of this very breezy, clean washed area,
that may have good potential for survey by small cavers. They
then surveyed a little maze near Echo River, connecting five
leads together. Their next lead was a clean-washed, sand y
fl oored canyon that headed into a blank part of the map before
becoming tight enough that a hammer will be needed to get
through the constriction . The passage ap pears to open up
beyond , and has great potenti al. They then surveyed another,
bigger canyon, that again became very ti ght. Brad was able to
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The weekend's total of 1468 feet of new survey was the
second best in Lilburn 's modem history (only surpassed by the
previ ous weekend 's total ), and brought the total length of
Lilburn Cave to about 19.75 miles .
The water level in the storage barrels is now low enough
that it is difficult to get water to come out, but Jeff determined
that there is still a trickle of water coming from the upper
spring in May 's creek, filling a small pond that can be used on
future expeditions to collect water, unless the big rain storms
come first.

Cave Books (continued from page 5)
Red in the editing of texts and in typesetting and book makeup
as well.
According to Paul Steward, who handles promotion and
some production aspects of the organization, Cave Books has
published about 25 to 35 book s, the number varying
depending on how one counts separate editions of books,
research monographs, and reprints from Zephyrus Press. In
additi on , Cave Books publishes all the CRF Personnel
Manuals and the CRF Annual Report of operations and
sc ience. For many years in the past , Cave Books also paid for
the publishing and mailing of the CRF Newsletter. Finally, it
also publishes maps , includin g the Kae mper Map of
Mammo th Cave, amon g others . Cave Books has been
instrumental in publishin g not only the hi story of CRF, but
also the sto ries and reports of sc ientific accomplishments in
caving and karst. According to Red Watson, "We would like
submi ss ions of complete manusc ripts from cavers about
ex plorati on of individual caves. Our ideal has always been the
cave sc ientist who tells the story of hi s or her work as a cav ing
adventure."
Because of the considerable contribution of volunteer
labor and its success as a publishing house, Cave Books has
made signifi cant and continual financial contributions to the
CRF Endowment for sc ience, the Hamilton Valley fund
(i ncluding the purchase of bunks, mattresses, window blinds,
and landscaping), and general CRF operati ng expenses, which
has enabled CRF to keep its member fees relatively low. This
has been made possibl e o nly because of the dedi cati on and
time com mittme nt of the many vo lunteers at Cave Books. If
yo u would like to get invo lved with Cave Books please contact
Roger McC lure at
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CAVE BOOKS

Publications Affiliate of the Cave Research Foundation

Web site: http://www.cavebooks .com
CAVE BOOKS publications
Identifies NEW publications
Bridgemon & Lind sely
Bullitt
Casteret
Chevalier
Collins, H. & Lehrberger
Conn & Conn
Courbon et al.
Crowther et al.
Davidson & Bishop
DeJoly
Exley
Farr
Heslop
Lawrence & Brucker
McConnell
Moore & Sullivan
Northup et al.

Nymeyer
Olson & Hanion
Palmer
Ream es et al.

Side s
Steel e
Wa tson, P.
Watson , R.
Watson, R. et al.
Wilmes, Karen

South China Caves
Rambles in Mammoth Cave
Ten Years Under the Earth
Subterranean Climbers
The Life and Death of Floyd Collins

7.95 pb
5.95 pb
11.95 pb
7.95 pb
14.95 hb
10.95 pb
The Jewel Cave Adventure
8.95 pb
Atlas: Great Caves of th e World
20.00 pb
The Grand Kentucky Junction
12.50 pb
Wilderness Resources , MCNP
3.00 pb
Memoirs of a Speleologist 10.95 hb , 7.95 pb
Caverns Measureless to Man
125.00 limited ed ,
32.95 hb, 21.95 pb
The Darkness Beckons (Revised )
37 .95 hb
4 .25 pb
Revised edition supplement
The Art of Caving
9.95 pb
10.95 pb
The Caves Beyond
19.95 hb , 10.95 pb
Emergence, a novel
Speleology: Caves and the Cave Environment
21 .95 hb, 15.95 pb
A Guide to Speleological Literature of the
English Language 1794-1996
34.95 hb, 24 .95 pb
11.95 pb
Carlsbad , Caves and a Camera

Scary Stories of Mammoth cave
A Geological Guide to Mammoth
Cave National Park
Deep Secrets: The Discovery and
Exploration of Lechuguilla Cave
32.95 hb,
Guide to Surface Trails of
Mammoth Cave National Park
Yochib: The River Cave
Archeology of Mammoth Cave Area
Caving
CRF Origins and the First Twelve
Years 1957-1968
CRF Personnel Manual

7.95 pb
7.95

pb

24.95

pb

5.95
10.95
24.95
3.00

pb
pb
pb
pb

12.00
10.00

pb
pb

CRF Annual Reports
CRF
CRF
CRF
CRF
CRF
CRF
CRF

1969-1973 Annual
1974-1978 Annual
1975-1976 Annual
1977-1980 Annual
1981 -1993 Annual
1994-1997 Annual
CRF PIN (3/4 inch
• = one volume

Resport
Resport
Resport
Resport
Resport
Resport

15.00·
15.00·
3.00 each
4.00 each
5.00 each
10.00·
5.00

pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb

Of Caves and Shell Mounds

Carstens &
& P Watson
Culver et al.
Dasher
De Paepe
Faulkner
Faust
Finkel
Finkel
Fletcher
George
George
George
George
Griffin
Halliday
Hill
Hill & Forti
Kerbo
Kurten
Kurten
Long
McClurg
McEachern &
Grady
Murray & Brucker
Noswat
Nowak
NSF
NSF
NSS
NSS
NSS

2.00
3.00
4 .00
5.00
1.50
3.00
25.00
1.50
1.50
2.00

28 .95

Ada ptation and Natural
39.95
Selection in Caves
17.00
On Station
Gunpowder from Mammoth Cave
4 .50
The Prehistoric Native American
11 .95
Art of Mud Glyph Cave
Saltpetre Mining in Mammoth Cave
5.95
5.95
Adequate Earth
5.95
Going Under, poems
The Man from the Cave
9.50
Mummies, Catacombs, & Mammoth Cave 16.50
Mummies of Short Cave, KY.
4.50
New Madrid Earthquake at Mammoth Cave 3.00
Prehistoric Mummies from the
10.95
Mammoth Cave Area
6 .00
Listening in the Dark (Bats)
Floyd Collins of Sand Cave
4 .95
15.00
Geology of Carlsbad Caverns
Cave Minerals of the World
70.00
Batwings and Spider Eyes
8.00
The Cave Bear Story
9.95
Single Tusk: A Novel of the Ice Age
14.95
Rock Jocks, Wall Rats, and Hang Dogs
11 .00
Adventure of Caving
14.95
Corps of Engineers Inventory and
Evaluation , Calveras County, CA.
3.00
19.00
Trapped : Floyd Collins
Maws: Death In Big Cave National
Monument
3.00
Walker's Bats of the World
19.95
Ensueno Cave Study
5.00
Fountain N.P. Study
5.00
Caving Basi cs
10.00
8.95
Cumberland Caverns
Ogle Cave Symposium
3.00

Callot, F.-M. & Y.
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The Moon by Whale Light
19.95
Cave Exploring
3.00
I Don't Play Golf
12 .95
Beyond Mammoth Cave
26.95
The Longest Cave (new edition)
24 .95 hb, 17.95
Photographier sous Terre
20.00

pb
pb
pb
pb
hb
pb
hb
hb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb

On Call

28.00 pb
30.00

NSS

Speleogenesis

60.00 hb

Palmer
Palmer
Poulin
Prosser & Grey
Rother, H. & C .
Siffre

Jewel Cave: Gift of the Past
Wind Cave: World Beneath the Hills
Cave Dwellers, poems
Cave Diving Manual
Lost Caves of SI. Louis
Les Animaux des Gouffres
et des Cavernes
Cavers, Caves and Caving
Lechuguilla , Jewel of the Underground
Tales of Dirt, Danger, and Darkness
Cave Passages
Dark Life
The Vampire Bat
Shadow Hunters: The Nest
Gatherers of Tiger Cave
Prehistory of Salts Cave
Blue Crystal , a novel

8.95
8.95
18.95
25.00
9 .95

pb
pb
hb
pb
pb

7 .95
9.95
56.00
8.95
15.00
12.00
10.00

hb
hb
hb
pb
hb
hb
hb

24.95
9.95
19.95

hb
pb
hb

ORDERING INFORMATION
Selld Orders To:

CAVE BOOKS, 4700 Amberwood Dr., Dayton, OH 45424

pb
hb

hb
pb
pb
pb
hb
pb
pb
pb

On Rope

Watson, P.
Williams

hb
pb
hb
pb

hb
hb
pb

NSS

Other Publishers
Ackerman
Anderson
Black
Borden & Brucker
Brucker & R. Watson

pb

NSS

Sloane
Speleo-Projects
Steward
Taylor
Taylor
Turner
Valli & Summers

Maps
Carlsbad Caverns
Kaemper Map (ca . 1907) of Mammoth Cave
Lee Cave , Mammoth Cave National Park
Mammoth Cave Groundwater Basin Map (Quinlan)
Mammoth Cave Map Card
Mammoth Cave Poster Map
Mammoth Cave Poster Map (Collector's Edition)
Ogle Cave
Slaughter Canyon Cave, Carlsbad Cavern s N.P.
8 th Intern ational Congress Poster

Rev. 1012002

SAN : 216-7220

ISBN: 0-939748

M ak e c h ecks p ayabl e to:

CAVE BOOKS

Postage & Halldlillg:
$3 .00 for th e fi r st book , $.75 for eac h additional b ook .
$3 .00 fo r o ne to ten m ap s o r m ap cards ro lled in o ne tube.
Outside U SA - do uble postage
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2003 EXPEDITION CALENDAR
Before attending any expedition, you must contact the expedition leader as trip sizes may be limited. Failure to contact
the leader may prevent you from attending the expedition as the trip may be full.
MAMMOTH CAVE
Please

OZARKS
contact:
Scott
House,
for caving in the Ozarks.

314-282-3246,

CKKC - Roppel Cave. Kentucky
As a result of the partnership between CRF and Central
Kentucky Karst Coalition (CKKC), CRF cavers are welcome
to participate in Roppel Cave Project trips. For more information on trip schedule contact Jim Borden at
& Kings Canyon

January,S, 2002, annual planning meeting,
Mike Spiess, 559-434-3321,
Guadalupe
Contact Barbe Barker, 505-687-4270.
HSS/CRF Hawaii Caving - Big Island
Contact Pat Kambesis , 309-762-3860,
Eastern Operations CRF members who have not attended an
expedition safety orientation must do so before participating in expedition
activities. The safety orientation is scheduled at the beginning of each
expedition after the morning meeting. Those who have attended one safety
orientation are not required to participate in another. New members should
arrange to be at the expedition early enough to attend the orientation. Those
who do not attend will not be allowed to partici pate in exped ition activities.
Contact expedition leader for more detai ls about the orientation.

China Caves Project - Guizhou Province
Four-to-six-week trips are run every other year. Contact Ian
Baren, Project Coordinator, 914-478-5133,
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